The Hamiltonian formalism for the Euler equations of an ideal fluid, superconductivity and a barotropic fluid on a D-dimensional Riemannian manifold is proposed. We show that each of these equations has an infinite series of integrals if D is even ("generalized enstrophies") and at least one integral if D is odd ("generalized helicity"). We prove that the magnetic hydrodynamics integral f(v, B)# is equal to the average linking number of vector fields rot v and B in terms of the ergodic theory. All the invariants considered are Casimir dements (i.e. invariants of coadjoint action) of the corresponding infinite-dimensional Lie algebras.
Introduction
The equations of an inviscid incompressible fluid are Hamiltonian ones on the orbits of the group of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms [1, 2, 4] . It is well known that for a two-dimensional flow there are an infinite number of area integrals (ff(rotv)dZx) and for a three-dimensional one there is a total helicity integral (f(rot v, v)d3x).
The primary purpose of thiS'~l~per is to show that the equations of the ideal fluid have an infinite number of integrals on an !'arbitrary evendimensional manifold M (D = dim M = 2rn) and (at least) one integral for odd D.
The statement mentioned was settled for the standard R D with the help of some explicit coordinate calculations by Serre (see ref. [15] ). His method is based on the Hamiltonian structure of the Euler equations proposed by Olver [13] . We show that Olver's formulation coincides with the one given by Arnord (see refs. [2, 4, 7] ). Thus we answer the question raised in ref. [13] about the relation of these two approaches. Note that our generalizations differ greatly from those proposed by Dezin in ref. [6] (where the odd-dimensional integral is obtained).
Sections 3 and 4 contain the multidimensional generalizations of superconductivity and barotropic fluid equations. We show that these equations are Hamiltonian ones and find their conservation laws analogous to the hydrodynamical invariants. In the superconductivity case the phase space is identified with the dual space (whose origin is displaced) to the infinite-dimensional Lie algebra of all divergence-free vector fields.
The Euler form of these equations differs from the standard hydrodynamics equation by the Corioils-type term. Analogous results for the threedimensional superconductivity equations were obtained by Holm and Kupershmidt (see ref. [11] ). The configuration space of the barotropic fluid is a semidirect product of the diffeomorphisms' group and the space of all functions on the manifold considered. The similarity of the barotropic fluid to the ideal one can be explained by its "incompressibility" in the coordinates connected with the density. Some results on two-dimensional barotropic flows can be found in an article by Holm et al. [12] .
In the final section we describe the ergodic interpretation of the three-dimensional magnetic hydrodynamics integral in the spirit of ref. [5] . We show that the invariant f(B, v)d3x coincides with the average linking number of the rotor vector field rot v and the magnetic vector field B. One of the crucial points of ref. [5] is the ergodic interpretation of the total helicity. The ergodic interpretation of multidimensional (magneto-) hydrodynamics integrals is an open and intriguing problem.
All the integrals in question are invariants of the coadjoint representation of the corresponding Lie groups (the so-called Casimir elements), i.e. they do not depend on the particular choice of the Hamiltonian. This opens the way to the investigation of the nonlinear stability problems by Routh's method [12] . We also think that information about the orbits can be of help in the study of the Cauchy problem of multidimensional hydrodynamics.
Note that the existence of an infinite number of integrals for the flow of an even-dimensional fluid does not imply a complete integrability of the corresponding hydrodynamics equations. The invariants considered only define the coadjoint orbits (generally speaking, infinite-dimensional), on which the evolution takes place. For the equations on this manifold-orbit there is a unique energy integral while the integrability requires an infinite number of them.
Information about the orbits of the coadjoint action (and, hence, about the geometry) of the corresponding infinite-dimensional Lie groups is probably more important in itself than its hydrodynamics applications.
Hydrodynamics on the Riemannian manifold
Let M D denote a compact Riemannian manifold (without boundary) and g its volume form (which, in general, has no connection with the form induced by the metrics (., .)). The equation of the incompressible fluid on M is: Proof. Let G be the group of all diffeomorphisms preserving volume # and ~ be the Lie algebra of all divergence-free vector fields. Let ~2 k and d~k_ 1 denote the spaces of all k-forms and exact k-forms on M, respectively. The proof follows immediately from the Stokes formula and from the observation that the restriction of (du)" on the boundary of any ergodic component vanishes.
Corollary 3. Let v denote a vector field of a flow of an incompressible fluid on an odd-dimensional manifold and f a function preserving its values for each fluid particle, i.e. Lff =-0 (for example, f is one of the Lagrangian coordinates of the fluid). Then the flow "in the general position" is "completely integrable" in the following sense. There exist D functions independent of M almost everywhere, forming a complete set of Lagrangian coordinates. In other words, knowing the solution of the Euler equation (the time dependence of the velocity) and knowing one of the Lagrangian coordinates, we can calculate the other ones. So, we can define the location of any fluid particle at an arbitrary moment avoiding integrating the velocity.
Proof. Since the curl vector field a~ and function f are "frozen in the fluid" for the flow corresponding to v, the derivative of f along ~ is "frozen" too, i.e. it is transported as a function. Iterating the procedure, we obtain for "general" f and the functions
which are almost everywhere functionally independent and thus can be used as Lagrangian coordinates.
Remark 6. A three-dimensional manifold M is decomposed into a finite number of cells by the critical levels of some function f corresponding to a stationary flow v [1, 5] . In any of these cells diffeomorphic to the product of a torus and of an interval, fields v and ~ = rot v are tangential to the level surfaces of f (which are diffeomorphic to a torus) and define there periodic and quasiperiodic motions. Choosing f as one of the Lagrangian coordinates, we obtain Lj = 0 (by the tangency condition of the vector field w and the level surfaces of f), i.e. the second Lagrangian coordinate constructed by this method is trivial. Hence, an ergodic behavior of the flow on some of the tori is possible.
Remark 7. In the case of D = 3 the integral I(v)
has an ergodic interpretation as the average selflinking number of rot v (see ref. [5] ). For D > 3 a similar interpretation is unknown.
The generalized superconductivity equation
The connection of superconductivity to the equations of the incompressible fluid is due to the fact that at a high density an electronic gas is similar to a fluid. Indeed, the repelling of the particles having equal charges in the electronical clusters makes the gas incompressible.
The equation of (nonrelativitic) superconductivity in R 3 is
where v denotes a divergence-free field of the electronic gas velocity, B a constant external divergence-free magnetic field, and symbol × the vector product for the standard metrics [9] . We define the analog of this equation on an arbitrary manifold. Let M be an arbitrary Ddimensional manifold with volume # and the Riemannian metrics g. We suppose that v is divergence-free with respect to #, and B is a "strictly divergence-free" (D -2)-vector field with respect to volume vrg, i.e. the substitution of B in is exact: Ln~/~ = da (for example, in the case of H2(M ) = 0, the condition disk = 0 is suffident). We define "the vector product" of field v and (D -2)-vector field B in the standard way:
where * is the isomorphism of k-and (D-k)-vector fields induced by the metrics [8] . We call (3) the generalized superconductivity equation.
Theorem 2. The multidimensional superconductivity equation (3) (the second identity follows directly from the definition of * (see ref. [8] ) and the fifth one from the homothopy formula: 
The multidimensional barotropic fluid
A barotropic fluid (whose pressure depends only on the density) on a manifold M with metrics g is described by the following system of equations on the velocity v and the density p:
Therefore, in analogy with section 2 we obtain eq.
e= -(v,v)v+ vh(p),
+ div(pv) = 0.
(5)
We use the D-form O of density O=pp 
~D(M),

Proof. A heuristic proof of the theorem is based
on the fact that the fluid is incompressible with respect to the new volume 0 (depending on time and on the initial conditions), since the density is transported by the flow. Thus, we can apply theorem 1, whose assumptions demand no connection between metrics and volume. The rest of the section contains a more detailed consideration of the geometry and a direct proof of our statement. The configuration space of this fluid is a semidirect product of the diffeomorphisms' group and of the space of all functions on M: G=Diff(M) t,< C~(M). Recall that the group structure on G is defined by the formula: 
The ergodic interpretation of three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamics
In magnetohydrodynamics we assume that the magnetic field B is "frozen" in the ideal fluid of infinite conductivity filling a manifold M. The fluid flow preserves the volume/~ on M induced by the metrics g. The velocity field v and the "frozen" magnetic field B (div v = divB = 0) satisfy the so-called magnetic hydrodynamical equations: (ii) The invariance of the quadratic form J can be verified by the explicit calculation using the following coadjoint action of the group F:
Note that the invariance of J with respect to the algebra action implies only the constancy of J on the connected components of the coadjoint orbits. This ends the proof of proposition 3.
Corollary 5. (See ref. [16] .) The value of fM(v, B) I~ is preserved on the trajectories of the magnetic hydrodynamics equations (8) .
Indeed, these trajectories are the inverse images of the trajectories of (8) is preserved.
The main goal of this section is to give an ergodic interpretation of the magnetic hydrodynamics invariants that we have found. At first we give the definition of the average linking number of two divergence-free vector fields [5] .
Let M 3 be a simply connected manifold with volume/t, and ~ and *1 two divergence-free vector fields on M; g~ and g~ denote their phase flows, For two points x, y ~ M given, we define the "asymptotic linking number" of the trajectories of g~ and g~ starting in x and y, respectively. For this purpose we at first connect any two points on M by a "short" path A (the conditions imposed on the short path will be described below and are satisfied at "almost any" choice of the "short" paths A).
We select two large numbers T and S and close the segment g~x (0 < t < T) and g~y (0 < t < S) of the trajectories issuing from x and y by "short"
paths A(g[x, x) and A(gSy, y), so that we obtain two closed curves F= Fr(x ) and F'= Fs(y ). We assume that these curves are nonintersecting (this is true for almost all pairs of x and y, and for almost all T and S). Then the linking number Nr, s(X, y) of F and F' is defined. 
QED (T and S are to vary so that F and F' do not intersect).
Further we are going to prove that this limit exists almost everywhere and is independent of the system of "short" paths A (as an element of Remark 8. In ref. [5] this result was proved for the coincident ~ and ~1 (for this case the integrability of the unbounded functions arising in the proof was checked). This gives an ergodic interpretation for the total helicity integral.
LI( M × M)).
The proof proposed below is a more invariant reformulation of the correspondent argument of ref. [5] and it enables to prove the integrability in the more general case.
Proof. Recall some facts about double bundles and Gauss-type linking forms. 
Indeed, the codimension of the diagonal in M × M equals 3 and the order of growth of K near the diagonal equals 2.
Note that all the previous arguments on linking forms hold (with some evident modifications) for the manifolds of any dimension. The further considerations are essentially three-dimensional. Thus, we have two divergence-free fields ~ and 7/on M, equipped with the volume form #. Definition 7. (See ref. [5] .) A system of short paths joining the points x and y ~ M is a system of paths depending in a measurable way on x and y, such that the integrals of the linking form K for every pair of nonintersecting paths of the system, and also for any nonintersecting pair (path of the system, unitary time segment of phase curve of fields ~ or ~1) are bounded independently of the paths by a constant C.
Such systems exist since the integral of K for the pair of paths remains bounded when these paths approach "transversally."
Let g~x and g~y be the trajectories of the fields and 7/ starting from x and y for the time It would be very interesting to find the multidimensional generalization of this ergodic interpretation. Probably, this interpretation is connected with the symplectic properties of the space of the trajectories of a divergence-free vector field and our integral invariants would be in some sense the "asymptotic" Maslov indices.
